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CEO OVERVIEW

The change in political leadership in South Africa has 
brought with it a glimmer of hope for a better social and 
business environment, given the negative outlook that 
prevailed in the recent past. It is hoped that this positive 
sentiment will lead to the implementation of sound 
polices with the intent of enabling a sustainable pattern 
of economic growth. It is with such an intention in mind 
that comments on the recently published Roads Policy for 
South Africa was made. 

Course on the Bailey Method

2018 kicked off with a bang in the form of a course on how 
to achieve volumetrics and HMA compactability in asphalt 
mixes better known as “The Bailey Method”. The course was 
led by Bill Pine of the Heritage Research Group out of the 
United States. In total, 32 delegates attended the week long 
training course which was held in Cape Town and Pretoria 
at the end of January. 

Road classification research

With a view to optimize expenditure on road maintenance a research project towards his doctorate 
was undertaken by Matthew Townshend.  The criteria used to develop the classification system for the 
South African road network is such that it can be easily incorporated by departments into their asset 
management systems to improve expenditure and investment outcomes.

Cold Mix Asphalt

A significant amount of road maintenance funds are spent annually on the acquisition and placement 
of “cold mix asphalt”.  Having recognized this, it was decided at a recent Road Pavement Forum that 
some form of control/quality strategy needs to be implemented in order to facilitate that funds are 
appropriately spent as legislated.  Due to the proprietary nature of a number of these products it was 
best thought that Agrément SA would be the most appropriate vehicle to assist state procurement 
agencies comply with their obligations.  Sabita is assisting with the establishment of this certification 
process through developing technical guidelines towards Agrément certification. 

Reclaimed Asphalt

A recent notification from the Department of Environmental Affairs advised their “Approval of Exemption 
for Beneficial Use of Reclaimed Asphalt” (in terms of Section 74 of the National Environment Management: 
Waste Act, 2008) has been granted.  The approval comes with certain obligation both from a governance 
and operational aspect. 

The planning for CAPSA 2019 is progressing well with the first note calling for abstracts having been 
issued recently.

We trust that you find the read enjoyable.

Saied Solomons
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Many road authorities, including those in South Africa, are unable to reliably identify and prioritise the 
maintenance of two essential road categories: roads that are required to satisfy citizens’ constitutional 
right to access basic services; and roads that maximise potential economic growth. The implication 
of this oversight is potentially inaccurate road prioritisation, which in the context of limited budgets 
implies inefficient public expenditure.  This issue stems from reliance on the current set of geometric, 
functional, road traffic sign, route number, naming, and administrative road classification systems. 
Each system is designed for a unique purpose, but none are individually or cumulatively sufficient to 
determine a road’s significance in connecting communities to basic service facilities, the volume and 
type of economic activity it supports, and overlaps between these functions.

We have therefore followed fundamental classification criteria to develop an economics-based road 
classification system for the South African road network. This information can be easily incorporated by 
departments into their asset management systems to improve expenditure and investment outcomes.

ECONOMICS-BASED ROAD CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The proposed economics-based road classification system has four classes: Basic Access Roads; Strategic 
Roads; Tactical Roads; and Surplus Roads. These classes are designed to identify: roads that primarily 
satisfy citizens’ constitutional right to access basic services; roads that maximise potential economic 
growth; and roads making a negative economic contribution. The prioritisation rule for these new road 
classes is shown in Figure 1, and based on Rawlsian normative reasoning that asserts the lexical priority 
of basic rights followed by economic growth.

Basic Access Roads are the first lexical priority, ensuring that all citizens enjoy at least the minimum level 
of access to constitutionally protected primary and secondary schools and healthcare facilities. Both 
Strategic and Tactical Roads perform an economic growth function, but the former are prioritised due 
to their higher and structural traffic volumes. Surplus Roads make a negative economic contribution, 
meaning that their maintenance cost exceeds the value of the economic activity they facilitate. 
Authorities are advised to unproclaim Surplus Roads, thereby freeing the sector’s resources for more 
efficient allocation to higher priority roads.

A road is essential for basic access only if it is the only viable means for communities to access basic 
service centres, and in its absence citizens fall outside prescribed norms and standards for access to 
these facilities. Government’s constitutional obligation prevents it from being able to trade off basic 
access for contribution to economic growth. Thus, Basic Access Roads that make low contributions to 
growth must nevertheless be maintained in the top priority tier.

Of course, some roads, which we call ‘multi-functional’, are essential for basic access and also contribute 
to economic growth. The more such roads there are, the lower is the medium-run fiscal drag due to the 
morally mandated constitutional requirement. Single-function Tactical Roads should be the final call 
on resources, with Surplus Roads unproclaimed.

ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION 
OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN ROAD NETWORK
                                                                                Authored by:  Don Ross and Matthew Townshend
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Figure 1: Prioritisation rule

Basic Access Roads

Without the option of alternative access routes to basic service centres, households are reliant 
on authorities to ensure that Basic Access Roads are maintained. The provision of these roads is a 
constitutional obligation, as well as a tool to help keep rates of rural-urban migration within manageable 
limits. As cyclical economic fluctuations have no bearing on the need for children to attend school and 
the number of people requiring medical attention to reach healthcare facilities, the demand elasticity 
for these roads is zero. Although this area of demand should be seasonally consistent, controlling for 
the effects of migration, it is possible that factors such as poor road conditions, a non-all-weather road 
surface, and the availability of public transport might force users to alter their travel patterns. 

The procedure to identify the quickest access routes, which together with traffic data also indicates 
when users are forced to use longer routes, is to geospatially locate all households in the region and 
map the roads which form the quickest route from their place of residence (or closest point to it) to 
the nearest public primary and secondary school and healthcare facility. Because traffic data is missing 
for large sections of the South African network, the potential Basic Access Road Network presented 
in Figure 2 was estimated using 2011 Census data at the enumeration area level, GPS coordinates for 
the 25 137 registered ordinary and special needs primary and secondary schools and 5 389 healthcare 
facilities, and the additional conditions for Basic Access Roads given below.

Urban roads are excluded as Basic Access Roads given the availability of alternative routes to service 
centres in these areas. Geospatial land use data, such as those prepared by the CSIR, can be used to 
remove all urban roads from the Basic Access Road Network. The naming hierarchy is a useful, albeit less 
accurate, reference as certain road names, such as Avenues, Lanes, and Streets, are generally associated 
only with urban areas.

1st lexical priority : Basic Access Roads

2nd lexical priority : Strategic Roads

3rd lexical priority : Tactical Roads

4th lexical priority : Surplus Roads

Multi-functional Basic Access Roads:
Basic Access Roads with a positive economic growth function

Multi-functional Tactical Roads:
Tactical roads with a basic

access function

Multi-functional Strategic Roads:
Strategic roads with a basic

access function

Roads with no basic acess function and a negative
economic growth function

Single-function Tactical Roads:
Tactical Roads with only an economic growth function

Single-function Strategic Roads:
Strategic Roads with only an economic growth function

Single-function Basic Access roads:
Basic Access Roads with a negative economic growth function

+
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The identification methodology also applies the gazetted access norms and standards, which stipulate 
that public primary and secondary schools must have a feeder zone with a radius of 5-kms. Because this 
zone reflects the acceptable walking distance to schools, it creates a buffer within which authorities are 
not constitutionally required to provide access roads. No formal standard exists for healthcare facilities, 
which is sensible as it is unreasonable to expect people who require medical care to walk non-trivial 
distances. Bearing in mind the importance of direct and all-weather road access to schools, authorities 
should include the lowest volume of direct access routes within 5-km of all households.   

As mentioned, some roads will simultaneously fulfil a basic access function and contribute to economic 
growth. These multi-functional roads are efficient as they allow authorities to address access needs at the 
same time as promoting economic growth. While overlapped basic access, strategic, and tactical road 
functions can occur in any rural setting, most multi-functional roads are likely to be in areas with higher 
economic activity – in this case measured using 2010 Gross Value Added (GVA) data from the CSIR. Figure 
2 thus indicates the possible distribution and concentration of multi-functional versus single-function 
Basic Access Roads.

Figure 2: The potential Basic Access Road Network, 2018

Strategic Roads

Strategic Roads include large-volume transport routes, which generally carry more than 10 000 vehicles 
per day within or between key areas and locations. These includes cities, major towns, international and 
local trade corridors (especially trade links with adjacent SADC countries), and high-volume freight and 
passenger terminals. While the concept of a Strategic Road Network is often used to refer to national 
roads, this network should extend to all roads that are core enablers of economic activity. Accordingly, 
the Road Network Study identified a 9 200 km Core Strategic Network, 9 600 km Secondary Strategic 
Network, and 14 000 km Primary Road Network. The Secondary Strategic Network provides alternative 
routes to the Core Strategic Network, which are required in areas where low road density makes the Core 
Strategic Network difficult to reach. The Primary Road Network feeds the two strategic road networks. 
The Core and Secondary Strategic Networks are designated as national roads, while the Primary Road 
Network is a combination of provincial and national roads. Importantly, user demand for these roads 
is inelastic. Adding this criterion to Strategic Roads prioritises the maintenance of roads that make 
the highest contribution to economic growth and support structural economic activities over cyclical 
alternatives. 
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It follows that urban roads, which have similarly inelastic demand, are classified as Strategic Roads. 
From an economic perspective, urban roads also combine to form integrated networks that support 
vital daily mobility and access functions; including the transportation of all goods consumed within 
urban boundaries and the movement of residents between their homes, public facilities, and places 
of work. Incorporating urban roads in the Strategic Road Network aligns maintenance schedules with 
population density, regardless of traffic data availability, and ensures that asset management systems 
adequately reflect urban sprawl pressures. 

Figure 3 provides an illustrative estimation of the Strategic Road Network. This example of the network 
combines the 32 800 km of Core Strategic, Secondary Strategic, and Primary Roads with all urban 
roads.

 

Tactical Roads

Tactical Roads comprise rural and peri-urban roads that facilitate low to medium volumes of cyclical 
traffic. Although the value of freight transported on these roads is generally lower than Strategic 
Roads (there may be some exceptions for urban roads), NDOT stress that an effective Tactical Road 
Network is required for the sector to fulfil its mandate as service centres and the origins, trade routes, 
and destinations of many economic activities are located along secondary and tertiary roads that are 
not part of the Strategic Road Network.

The next criterion is that Tactical Roads make a positive contribution to economic growth. This 
determination should be based on a structural growth model that comprises two terms: the expected 
cost of the road; and the road’s contribution to economic growth. The cost term should reflect the 
present value of the future cost of road maintenance, bearing in mind that, due to the relative labour 
intensity of sealed road maintenance compared to gravel road maintenance, and the low shadow 
price of labour in parts of South Africa where there is scope for surface upgrades, if a road is worth 
maintaining at all it is worth sealing.

Surplus Roads

Surplus Roads neither fulfil a basic access function nor contribute positively as sealed roads to 
economic growth, based on the same structural growth model used to identify Tactical Roads. 
Because the present value of the cost of maintaining these roads exceeds the economic contribution, 
authorities should unproclaim Surplus Roads and reprioritise any allocated funding towards the 
other productive classes. This action is permissible as none of these roads form part of a household’s 
essential access route to basic service centres. Better value-for-money can therefore be achieved 
without violating any citizen’s basic access rights.

Survey responses by senior provincial 
road officials and the provincial Road 
Asset Management Plans reveal that many 
authorities have based their strategic road 
networks on functional classifications. 
Unfortunately, classification as a higher-order 
Class 1 or Class 2 mobility road is insufficient 
to warrant inclusion within the Strategic Road 
Network. Firstly, it is imprecise to treat all roads 
within a class as equivalent as each road has 
a distinct demand profile and makes a unique 
contribution to economic growth. Secondly, 
some of the urban roads which form part of a 
holistic Strategic Road Network are classified 
as lower-order access roads.

Figure 3: The estimated Strategic Road 
Network, 2018
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It is important to stress the need for authorities to formally unproclaim Strategic Roads, rather than 
simply neglecting their maintenance. Although the immediate budgetary effects of both decisions are 
similar for road authorities, neglecting the maintenance of a road has deadweight costs. For example, 
provincial education or health departments – which operate in isolation of the road departments – 
may decide to locate a school or clinic on a road slated for neglect. The provincial road departments, 
however, may be unwilling to unproclaim roads as network length is one of the factors that determine 
the Provincial Roads Maintenance Grant allocation.   

Referring to Figure 2, it is expected that most Surplus Roads will be in areas with relatively low GVA. 
While the structural growth model ultimately determines the classification, this indicator provides a 
starting point to begin rationalising the roughly 1.5 million roads in South Africa.  

APPLICATION OF THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

Once determined, these classifications can be immediately added as a decision variable in the asset 
management systems by pairing the road IDs with the relevant class. The intention is not to overwrite the 
existing classification data, as these serve unique purposes, but rather to include economic information 
that can help prioritise maintenance schedules. Authorities will be able to order their activities with full 
information about which roads they have a constitutional obligation to maintain, which structurally 
support high levels of economic activity, which support lower levels of cyclical economic activity, and 
which make a negative economic contribution.   

This information also compliments the engineering variables in the asset management systems, which 
include: visual condition; roughness; rut depth; macro texture; deflections; and traffic. Except for traffic 
data - which are often unavailable or unreliable, and on their own misleading - these technical variables 
can only prescribe remedial works.

Budget allocation systems then refer to the prescribed works to allocate the limited resources in 
a way that minimises the whole life cost of the network. This often means roads in better condition 
are maintained, as delayed routine and periodic maintenance exponentially increases the total cost, 
and deteriorated roads are ignored. While the same strategy may still apply, the economics-based 
classification system ensures maintenance schedules are efficiently targeted and no important roads 
are overlooked.

CONCLUSION

The economics-based classification system effectively identifies and prioritises roads that are required to 
satisfy citizens’ constitutional right to access basic services and roads that maximise potential economic 
growth. Moreover, the system is aligned with the fundamental criteria that underpin classification 
systems: the classes are easy to understand and use; the definitions and identification procedures are 
clear; and the system is ubiquitous across the whole network.

This new classification system also ensures that all roads kept in the network make a positive economic 
contribution. In addition, by identifying and then unproclaiming Surplus Roads authorities can 
limit their financial liabilities whilst not violating any human rights or ignoring their mandate. Road 
authorities can thus improve expenditure and investment outcomes by incorporating this information 
as a line item within their asset management systems.
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Upon conclusion of Sabita’s 39th Annual General Meeting held on the 13th March, the proceedings of 
which were conducted by the Board Chairman Deon Pagel and Counci Chairman Bennie Greyling, it 
was time to celebrate the 2017 Annuals Awards.

SABITA EXCELENCE AWARD

South Africa’s journey to Performance Grade Specification started way back in the early 2000’s. It 
has taken us 15 years plus to reach this milestone where we are ready to implement this change in 
specification. Bringing about change in the Industry is not easy for many reasons, and this particular 
one which touches just about every document that deals with bitumen is about the toughest.  The 
benefits of the change could however not be overlooked and a team of dedicated individuals stuck to 
the task to bring us to the point where we are now. 

Along this timeline we listened to and investigated various views on what could be best for South Africa. 
In the end a call had to be made and a gathering of some of the best brains in the industry in Franschoek 
post Capsa ’15, provided the impetus for the development of the specification framework we now have. 
Meetings subsequent to this lead by Steph Bredenhann with his particular patient approach made sure 
that all voices were heard in the many debates.

It is with gratitude that recognition is given for the contribution of this core team, pictured below who 
gave so much of themselves to enable this change which puts the local industry on par with some of 
the best in the world.

A TIME TO CELEBRATE...

Photo 1: From left to right:  Herman Marais (Much Asphalt), Wynand Nortje (National Asphalt), 
Johan O Connell (CSIR), Piet Myburgh (Consultant), Riaan Briedenhann (Stellenbosch University_- 
for Prof Kim Jenkins), Steph Bredenhann (SANRAL) and Saied Solomons (Sabita)
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CEO MERIT AWARD 2017  

This award was introduced to the industry in 2010 and the criteria for being nominated was the following 
“Any notable initiatives made by member organisation OR individual employees that have significantly 
contributed to the enhancement of Health and Safety management within their own organisation or 
the bituminous industry in general”.  For the past 8 years we have seen nominations that were truly 
impressive…………. And 2017 was no different: 

Subsequent to conducting site visits to investigate and make an informed decision as to the member 
and branch that the award would be presented to, the feedback report received regarding Much 
Asphalt Bloemfontein was detailed as follows:

The management and staff at this facility were faced with a number of “daunting challenges” to turn 
around a poor culture that manifested in poor site housekeeping conditions and a poor recordable 
incident history.  It was apparent that compounding issues were infrastructure, a workforce that was not 
committed to adhering to plant safety procedures and rules, etc.  But a man with a clear vision and an 
understanding of the issues, knew that a drastic intervention was required to affect a positive turnaround.

From the site “walkabout” it was clear that current housekeeping was at a very high standard. The 
plants LTI record has remained steady at Zero (0) for the last 5 years. This plant also has to contend with 
ever increasing Environmental compliance and pressure from surrounding local communities. Although 
situated in an industrial zoned area,  new townhouse development are virtually surrounding the plant 
and continued improvement in management efforts are required to ensure a happy existence in the 
neighbourhood and it is apparent that these aspects are also managed well.

It is clear that Much Asphalt Bloemfontein are on a winning path and that a concerted team effort 
of “walking the extra mile” has contributed greatly to the turnaround and therefore the worthy 
recipients of this year’s CEO Merit award for HSE.  

In accepting the award on behalf 
of the team, Mr Chesney Glossop 
(Branch Manager) said “It is with great 
honour to be here and to receive this 
award on behalf of the Much Asphalt 
Bloemfontein team.

To give a bit of background the branch 
has come a long way, from scoring one 
of the lowest internal safety audits within 
the group to last year achieving the 
highest.

Through hard work and dedication from 
the staff we managed to create a culture 
that allowed the team to take ownership 
of our safety systems thus becoming 
self-reliant which then frees up the 
management team to focus on the work  
at hand.                                     

We graciously accept this award and truly appreciate being recognised for this achievement, however we 
do not see this as a symbol of reaching our destination in term of safety but more of a compass showing 
us that we are heading in the right direction as safety is an ongoing process and require constant focus.”

Photo 2: Saied Solomons, Bennie Greyling, Chesney Glossop 
and Judy Mazibuko

A
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HONORARY MEMBERSHIP

As 2017 drew to a close so did the era of Mike Winfield’s role on Council and Board.  Mike was voted 
onto Council 22 years ago and attended his first Council meeting on 28th March 1995!  By the following 
year, Mike was voted in as Chairman of the then ‘Communications Sub-Committee’ and in the year 2000 
was elected as Chairman of the previously known ‘Sabita Southern Region’.  

At that time, the two other regions were 
originally known as ‘Transvaal’ and ‘Natal’.   
The 6th March 2014 marked the occasion 
when Mike was unanimously voted in as the 
Council Chairman following the departure of 
Phil Hechter.

 
During Mike’s tenure with Martin & East which 
commenced in their tendering department 
in 1983, he qualified as a Professional 
Engineer in 1984 and in 2000 was appointed 
as Director and 9 years later was designated 
as CEO of the Martin & East group.  Although 
he stepped down in 2016, he has continued 
in his role as Director on a part-time basis.

On a personal level, and via the ‘grape vine’ the staff at Martin & East shared the following about Mike:

• Is a committed Christian.

• Involved in the Restitution Forum.

• A family Man with 2 daughters & 2 sons.

• He is an active Champion Swimmer and participates in the International Master Swimming 
Competitions

• Always has time for the employees at M&E and interested in the well-being of our families. 

• Assisted the staff with self-development and encouraged ownership of their ideas and also to 
tackle and solve their challenges 

• Is a very approachable person with a heart and passion for people.

• A “snazzy dresser” always game for dressing up for theme parties or office dress (setting the 
example).

 

Thank you Mike

Photo 3:  Mr Mike D Winfield
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CALL FOR PAPERS
We are pleased to announce that the 12th Conference on Asphalt 
Pavements for southern Africa – CAPSA’19 – will be held from 13 – 
16 October 2019 at Sun City, South Africa.

This prestigious world-class conference, held in southern Africa since 
1969, and acknowledged globally as a premier conference in the field 
of flexible pavement engineering, will once again offer practitioners 
the opportunity to interact and to share their professional skills with 
colleagues from the subcontinent and abroad.

The conference program will be structured to encourage full participation by delegates. Plenary sessions 
will provide time for questions and debate and parallel and workshop style sessions will further advance 
this goal while also offering opportunities for mentorship of young professionals.

PAPER ABSTRACTS

An abstract of the proposed paper which demonstrate resonance with the conference theme 
“Leadership and innovation to preserve and enhance the value of the region’s roads within a rapidly 
changing world”

and based on one of the themes and topics overleaf is to be submitted to the secretariat for acceptance.  
The deadline for submitting an abstract is 28th June 2018 and should not exceed 250 words in length. 
Please visit the website for more information.

PAPERS

Once the abstract has been accepted, papers addressing the themes and topics of the conference and 
prepared in the approved format and not exceeding 6 000 words in length, will be peer reviewed prior 
to final acceptance and publication.

The conference will also provide the opportunity for the roads industry to exhibit their products and 
skills through a formal exhibition linked to the conference programme.

Social events will provide further opportunities for networking.

The management of the conference, i.e. abstract and paper submissions, review and acceptance, 
delegate and companion registration and exhibitions will be performed online through the CAPSA’19 
website: www.capsaconference.co.za

DELEGATE REGISTRATIONS
Early Bird registrations will open on 6th November 2018 and full details of this as well as Companion 
registrations will be detailed in the August edition of the Asphalt News and on the CAPSA website.

“Leadership 
and innovation 
to preserve and 

enhance the 
value of the 

region’s roads 
within a rapidly 

changing 
world”
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THEME TOPICS

1. Road asset provision and 
preservation

Formulation and implementation of a road funding /financing 
policy for:

• Optimal application of financial and human resources

• Provision and maintenance of roads at optimal whole life cost

2. Leadership and 
proficiency in technology 
development & 
implementation

The initiation and management of systems to promote coordinated 
and cooperative research and development programs carried out 
by various parties that address rationally identified needs and 
covering:

• Leadership in technology development

• Identification and formulation of research programmes

• Coordination of deployment of resources

• Launch implementation programs and entrench technology

3. Advancing sustainable 
practice

3.1   Extended pavement life

• Optimal design of pavements and layers covering asphalt, chip 
seals and bitumen stabilised materials

• Construction practice to ensure quality is consistently met

• Design strategies aligned to limited resources and optimal 
delivery

• Innovation in pavement maintenance techniques and 
procedures

3.2   Mitigation of impact on the environment

• Green procurement

• Reduced rolling resistance of asphalt pavements

• Circular economy

• Reduced use of water on construction sites

• Incorporation of water harvesting in designs

• Noise reduction

• Reuse and recycling

3.3   Worker wellness, safety and access to         
employment opportunities

4. Global change drivers in 
flexible pavement provision 
and maintenance

The implementation of techniques and procedures to take into 
account:

• Climate adaptation and resilience planning

• Carbon and the environment

• Demographics and urbanisation

• Energy resources utilisation

• Big data analytics and AI for smarter operations and business

• Impacts of smart mobility technologies (EV, HC and AV)

• Digital design and construction practices for improved 
efficiencies

CA
PSA

 2019
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As a signal of ongoing commitment to advance excellence in bituminous product technology, 
Sabita facilitated a course on the Bailey Method of Achieving Volumetrics and HMA Compactability to 
37 delegates from various industries in Pretoria and Cape Town on 22 – 26 January and 29 January 
– 2 February 2018, respectively. The course was first presented in South Africa in 2006, and it was 
felt that to underpin the principles of aggregate packing advocated in the recently published Sabita 
Manual 35 / TRH8 that persons currently occupied in the design of asphalt mixes would benefit from a 
repeat event.  Consequently Mr Bill J Pine, Quality, Control Director of Asphalt Technology at Heritage 
Construction & Materials based in Indianapolis, USA who presented the course here in 2006 was again 
engaged to present this method of aggregate proportioning here.

Based on the method fully described in TRB Transport Research Circular E-C044: Bailey Method for 
Gradation Selection in Hot-Mix Asphalt Mixture Design, this course provided experienced technicians, 
technologists and engineers with a valuable method for understanding how the aggregate structure 
of an asphalt mixture affects volumetrics, field compactability, and segregation potential. 

The course kicked off with the basics of the method and then quickly advanced to give delegates 
an intensive look into the Bailey Method’s full potential. Bill, who is considered in the USA a national 
expert in the use of the Bailey Method and who was involved in the refinement of the method, 
explored the factors that influence the way aggregate particles pack together and how to define and 
evaluate mix types according to Bailey Method principles. 

Course delegates received a full version of the latest edition of the Bailey Method analysis software 
and hands-on training in its use. 

BASIS OF THE METHOD

The Bailey method rests on four 
pillars or principles.  The first 
principle determines

the break between coarse and 
fine aggregates.  Based on this 
it can be determined which 
particles create voids and which 
ones fill them and which fraction 
is in control.

The other three principles 
evaluate distinct portions of the 
combined blend gradation. The 
second principle evaluates how 
the various particle sizes in the 
coarse fraction are distributed, 
which relates to its packing and 
how this influences the packing 
of the fine fraction. The third 
principle evaluates the packing 
of the overall fine fraction in the 
combined blend and the fourth 
evaluates the packing of the fine 
part of the fine fraction.

Photo 1: Delegates from Pretoria with Bill Pine (top left)

THE BAILEY METHOD OF ASPHALT  
DESIGN REINTRODUCED IN SOUTH AFRICA
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These principles all impact on Voids in the Mineral Aggregate (VMA) which is a key parameter to ensure 
sufficient binder volume in the mix for performance and durability.  Also included is an assessment of 
the influence of these principles on compactability and segregation susceptibility in the field. 

In the Bailey Method, mixes are classified as either “coarse-graded” (i.e. stone skeleton) or fine-graded 
(i.e. sand skeleton).  In the latter mix types there are insufficient coarse aggregate particles to form a 
skeleton and hence the load is carried predominantly by the fine aggregate.

As a first step in the design process the type of interlock desired in the mix is selected.  This is done by 
selecting a unit weight of coarse aggregate, which establishes the volume of coarse aggregate in the 
blend and the degree of aggregate interlock.

Considerations for selecting a chosen unit weight of the coarse aggregates are shown in the figure below.

Source: TRB

The figure shows that The Loose Unit Weight of the coarse aggregate is the lower limit of coarse 
aggregate interlock. Theoretically, it is the dividing line between sand- and stone-skeleton mix types. 
The selection of a unit weight of coarse aggregate less than the loose unit weight, a fine aggregate 
skeleton is developed with properties primarily related to the fine aggregate characteristics.

The rodded unit weight represents the upper limit of coarse aggregate interlock for dense-graded 
mixtures. This value is typically near 110% of the loose unit weight. As the chosen unit weight 
approaches the rodded unit weight, the amount of compactive effort required for densification 
increases significantly, which may present problems for adequate field compaction.

If it is required that some degree of coarse aggregate interlock is achieved (i.e. coarse-graded mixtures), 
the percentage used should range from 95% to 105% of the loose unit weight.

For soft aggregates prone to degradation the chosen unit weight should be nearer to 105% of the 
loose unit weight. Values exceeding 105% fall within the domain of special mixes such as SMA.

The method takes account of the fact that normally an aggregate blend will tend to consolidate more 
than the selected chosen unit weight due to the lubricating effect of the bituminous binder. Also, each 
coarse aggregate typically contains some fine material when the unit weights are determined, which 
causes unit weights (loose and rodded) to be slightly heavier than they would have been, had this 
material been removed by sieving prior to the test. Therefore, a chosen unit weight as low as 95% of 
the loose unit weight can still result in some degree of coarse aggregate interlock.
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WAY FORWARD

The course at each of the two venues were fully subscribed with 80% of delegates rating the course in 
the top category.  The insights gained by designers will stand them in good stead to produce designs 
that optimises the use of available raw materials in the production of durable mixes of the required 
quality.

In an endeavour to put theory into practise, Sabita will be facilitating the formation of a Bailey Method 
User Group, initially for the participants from both courses to discuss and better understand all the 
concepts of BM as well as to work through examples.  Thereafter, it is intended to broaden the User Group 
to interested parties in South Africa to share experience in the adoption of the parameters relevant to 
SA conditions and raw materials. Ultimately this will give impetus to the wider and routine application 
of the Bailey method.

   
    

Photo 2:  Delegates from the Cape Town course
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Lying approximately 93 kilometres northwest of Polokwane is the small town of Senwabarwana that 
has an internal road network, comprising mostly unpaved gravel roads, which was recently upgraded 
using an innovative product.

When the Blouberg Local Municipality gave Nyeleti 
Consulting a limited budget with which to upgrade 
the roads of Senwabarwana, the engineer approached 
Kaytech’s Danie Herbst for a cost-effective solution 
that would allow for the utilisation of the in-situ G6-
G7 material and the employment of unskilled labour 
wherever possible. 

After considering the original design specifications, it was 
decided that Tensar TriAx TX160 geogrid would tick all 
the boxes. The rigid polypropylene triangular geometry 
of TriAx is a revolutionary geogrid design providing near 
uniform radial stiffness through 360o. Compared to bi-
axial geogrids, this product enables greater reduction 
in aggregate thickness thereby reducing the quantity of 
aggregate required as well as the volume to be excavated. 
As a completely multi-directional product with near 

isotropic properties, it produces a mechanically stabilised layer of unsurpassed performance.

ML Phadima Construction commenced the upgrading 
project in November 2016. Being an emerging contractor 
with no prior experience using geotextiles, Kaytech 
provided training on the correct method of rolling out 
and overlapping the geogrid as well as how to end-tip 
the granular fill material. Since installation is simple, 
the contractor easily learnt the ropes, thereby installing 
7 200 m2 in much less time than originally anticipated.

This was a highly successful project in which the sole 
use of TriAx was sufficient to mechanically stabilise the 
in-situ aggregate and provide a sub-base without using 
cement or imported material.

Compared to the alternative option of sourcing and 
acquiring permission to open a borrow pit and using 
cement stabilisation, the installation greatly expedited 
the entire project and resulted in massive savings for the 
local municipality.                        

Rolls were not cut, rather it was  
overlapped to fit

UPGRADING OF GRAVEL ROADS
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Composed by Mr F L Nemvumoni 
Master Student: Department of Civil Engineering, University of Stellenbosch

Background

As industry is aware, the use of cold-mix patching 
products is ever increasing. From brief personal 
research it would appear that the value expended 
from “tax payer’s monies” involves R100’s million 
per annum. Over the last number of years it 
has been discussed and agreed at various Road 
Pavement Forums that some form of control/
quality strategy needs to be implemented in order to facilitate that funds are spent in a “fair, transparent, 
competitive and fit-for-purpose” manner as legislated.  At the May 2017 RPF one of the resolutions was 
that Sabita should assist with the certification process of cold mix asphalt, i.e. developing technical 
guidelines towards Agrément certification which the cold mix products would then be measured against 
due to the “proprietary” nature of a number of these products and as such Agrément SA would be the 
most appropriate vehicle to assist state procurement agencies to comply with the above obligations.  
Subsequent to the RPF, this was also discussed and agreed at by the Bituminous Materials Working 
Group at a meeting held on 15 June 2017.

Current status

At present, certification has been challenging as the proprietary nature of these products makes it very 
difficult to assess and to determine performance when compared to the current criteria specified for 
hot-mix standard asphalt.   

At the past Road Pavement Forums (and in conjunction with Industry members) it was agreed that the 
approach to certification should be based on the following specific application criteria:

Category 1:  Emergency patching for safety reasons - short term - 1 year

Category 2:  Permanent patching - at least 5 years

Category 3:  Permanent surfacing (paver laid as per hot-mix asphalt) -10 years performance

Each of the above categories would obviously require different mix properties and performance 
characteristics.

This accepted categorisation of products has already assisted greatly in developing the required product 
performance requirements for certification, although this is not an absolute standard as individual 
fundamental properties required may change depending on the specific applications and design life 
required.

Proposal

In order to accelerate the development and implementation of the Agrément SA certification process 
for these products, the following is proposed:

Health and Safety (HSE): Irrespective of class of product, ALL applications shall be assessed and  
approved with respect to associated manufacturing and application hazards for each product. 

Quality: Irrespective of class of product, ALL applications shall submit a quality plan for the manufacture, 
as well as the application, of the product for assessment and approval.  This is to ensure, as far as possible, 
that the product properties are consistent.

COLD-MIX ASPHALT PATCHING PRODUCTS: 
AGRÉMENT CERTIFICATION

Update provided by Dennis Rossmann
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Performance

The mandate of Agrément SA is to certify innovative products as fit for a specific purpose. It is proposed 
the most appropriate manner to do this would be to independently assess and monitor in-place 
performance over time (known substrate and adjacent pavement structure, traffic and climate), rather 
than simply predicting performance based on laboratory testing which may not be fully appropriate 
for a particular product. 

Way forward

Fundamental asphaltic mix (or similar) properties cannot however be ignored and cognisance should 
be taken of the following characteristics during the initial assessment phase relevant to the class of 
product, and application limitations/restrictions, being applied for.

• Permanent deformation  

• Fatigue

• Impermeability

• Durability

• Thermal coefficients of adjacent materials (if applicable) 

It is thus proposed that all applications submitted be subjected to a basic assessment of which the HSE 
and QA components are non-negotiable.

With respect to the basic performance properties, only a few fundamental test would be required. The 
applicants would initially only receive Interim Certification for Class 1 applications valid for a period of 2 
years - which can also be retracted at any time in the event of any poor performance identified. 
The relevant products would then be permitted to be applied under differing conditions after which 
Agrément’s independent assessors would then monitor the initial application process and regularly 
assess patch performance over this period.   

After satisfactory performance having been proven, the product would then eligible to receive 
Permanent Certification (renewable every 5 years). In addition, if, after assessment the product has 
performed satisfactorily under the given conditions, it may qualify to be certified as a Class 2 product 
(> 5years).

Class 3 products (cold applied, permanent and paver laid surfacing) would obviously have differing 
characteristics that would need for be quantified and individually assessed. In essence, they should 
deliver similar performance as standard hot-mix asphalt applications as may be relevant.    

Conclusion

• There are currently no industry standards or specifications for cold-mix patching products.

• These products invariably utilise proprietary components, particularly with respect to the binder.

• Agrément SA certification is thus considered the most appropriate route to follow.

• Development of specifications is invariably a lengthy process requiring frequent re-evaluation and 
amendment, and inevitably decisions have to be made in order to implement current knowledge 
as soon as possible.

• Certification can be a time consuming and costly process and the objectives should thus implement 
a “fit for purpose” system that is pragmatic and achievable.

• Just by prescribing HSE and QA requirements in the initial certification process can already be 
considered a major step forward for the industry.  

• Performance of the products would be continuously independently assessed.  
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S Manual 1 Technical guidelines:  Construction of bitumen rubber seals 3rd edition, 1998

Manual 2 Bituminous binders for road construction and maintenance 6th edition, 2014

Manual 3 (Withdrawn)

Manual 4 (Withdrawn)

Manual 5 Guidelines for the manufacture and construction of hot mix asphalt 3rd edition, 2008

Manual 6 (Withdrawn)

Manual 7 SuperSurf – Economic warrants for surfacing roads 1st edition, 2005

Manual 8 Guidelines for the safe and responsible handling of bituminous products 3rd edition, 2011

Manual 9 (Withdrawn)

Manual 10 Bituminous surfacings for low volume roads and temporary deviations 2nd edition, 2012

Manual 11 (Withdrawn) 1st edition, 1993

Manual 12 Labour Absorptive methods in road construction using bituminous materials 4th edition, 2016

Manual 13 LAMBs – The design and use of large aggregate mixes for bases 2nd edition, 1997

Manual 14 (Superseded by TG2)

Manual 15 (Withdrawn)

Manual 16 (Withdrawn)

Manual 17 Porous asphalt mixes:  Design and use 1st edition, 1995

Manual 18 Appropriate standards for the use of sand asphalt 1st edition, 1996

Manual 19 Guidelines for the design, manufacture and construction of bitumen rubber asphalt wearing 
courses

4th edition, 2016

Manual 20 Sealing of active cracks in road pavements 1st edition, 1998

Manual 21 (Superseded by TG2)

Manual 22 Hot mix paving in adverse weather 2nd edition, 2006

Manual 23 Code of practice:  Loading bitumen at refineries 2nd edition, 2011

Manual 24 (Withdrawn) 1st edition, 2005

Manual 25 Code of practice:  Transportation, off-loading and storage of bitumen and bituminous  
products 

2nd edition, 2012

Manual 26 Interim guidelines for primes and stone pre-coating fluids 2nd edition, 2011

Manual 27 Guidelines for thin hot mix asphalt wearing courses on residential streets 1st edition, 2008

Manual 28 Best practice for the design and construction of slurry seals 1st edition, 2010

Manual 29 Guide to the safe use of solvents in a bituminous products laboratory 1st edition, 2010

Manual 30 A guide to the selection of bituminous binders for road construction 1st edition, 2011

Manual 31 Guidelines for calibrating a binder distributor to ensure satisfactory performance 1st edition, 2011

Manual 32 Best practice guideline and specification for warm mix asphalt 1st edition, 2011

Manual 33 Design procedure for high modulus asphalt (EME) 2nd edition, 2015

Manual 34 (A) Guidelines to the transportation of bitumen and (B) Bitumen spill protocol  
(Booklets)

1st edition, 2013

Manual 35/
TRH8 

Design and use of Asphalt in Road Pavements (Pdf – complimentary) 2nd edition, 2017

Technical guidelines

TG1 The use of modified binders in road construction 3rd edition, 2015

TG2 Bitumen stabilised materials (UNDER REVIEW) 2nd edition, 2009

TG3 Asphalt reinforcement for road condition 1st edition, 2008

DVDs

DVD100 Test methods for bituminous products

DVD200 Training guide for the construction and repair of bituminous surfacings by hand

DVD300 Manufacture, paving and compaction of hot mix asphalt

DVD410 The safe handling of bitumen

DVD420 Treatment of bitumen burns

DVD430 Working safely with bitumen

DVD440 Firefighting in the bituminous products industry

DVD450 Safe loading and off-loading of bitumen

SABITA MANUALS AND DVDS
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On the 4th April, 2018, Sabita received a letter from the Department of Environmental Affairs that 
“Approval of Exemption for Beneficial Use of Reclaimed Asphalt” (in terms of Section 74 of the National 
Environment Management: Waste Act, 2008) has been granted.  In the covering letter, it states that the 
Department’s response is in respect of Sabita’s written request dated 15 December 2016, however, by 
that point, several earlier motivational letters and reports had been sent to the Department commenc-
ing in 2014 through the professional assistance of JG Africa and thus we are very appreciative of the 
number of hours as well as the many member sites that was part and parcel of making arranging logisti-
cal arrangements for site-visits to be conducted.  

Initial discussions in pursuing an exemption started way back in 2012 at an Environmental Focal Point 
meeting as well as conducting a survey about the use of reclaimed asphalt that was then published in 
the December issue of 2012.  The road has been an extensive one with a couple of pot-holes along the 
way and although this exemption is valid for a period of twenty four months, we do anticipate that in 
2020, it will be a case of renewal rather than having to start from scratch.

OVERVIEW

The official approval is granted subject to the following conditions:

•	 This exemption is issued to Sabita (on behalf of the 40 sites that are listed).

•	 The reclaimed asphalt must only be reused or recycled at areas or locations as indicated in the list.

•	 The exemption is valid for a period of 24 months, subject to review by the Department and compliance to 
the conditions contained in the exemption.

•	 The exemption holder must notify the Department within 6 months prior to the date of the intended re-
view.

•	 Sabita must submit audit reports to show that the RA facilities are complying with the conditions set out 
in the exemption.

•	 National and Provincial Departments will conduct site monitoring visits when necessary.

•	 The storage of RA must comply with the Norms Standards of Waste GN 926 of 29 November 2014.

•	 100% Compliance is expected, and any RA facility that does not comply must be removed from the list.

CONDITIONS

1. SITE SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL

 1.1  The facility must ensure effective access control to prevent unauthorised entry.

 1.2 Weatherproof, durable and legible signs in a least two official languages applicable in the   
  area must be displayed at each entrance to the facility.

 1.3 The signs must indicate the risk involved in entering the facility.  It should include details of  
  the responsible person, contact details and the emergency number.

2. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN

 2.1 The facilities must prepare, maintain and implement an emergency preparedness plan and  
 review it after each emergency or major accident.  The plan must address the following:

•	 Risk assessment and hazard identification

RECLAIMED ASPHALT..
                                ….Exemption received!
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•	 Emergency planning, response and actions

•	 Remedial action

3. STOCKPILE SITE SELECTION

 3.1 The RA stockpile must be stored away from watercourse, flood zones and groundwater  
  recharge areas to prevent potential water contamination.

 3.2 If more than one stockpile is located on site, the stockpile must be 32 meters apart to  
  allow access for vehicles and materials handling, attending and reducing the impact of  
  emergency situations (e.g fires).

4. STOCKPILE SIZE AND STABILITY

The stockpile must be of a height of 3 metres.  Any other height above 3 metres must be agreed with  
the Department based on the environmental surrounding and the development of the asphalt plant.

5. STORAGE

Storage of RA must occur only on a demarcated area and comply with the Norms Standard of Waste 
GN 926 of 29 November 2014.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME

 The facilities must have an Environmental Management Programme in place that addresses:

•	 Staff training and environmental education;

•	 Stormwater and runoff control;

•	 Dust and noise management;

•	 Housekeeping procedures;

•	 Communication and complaint procedures and protocols to engage with neighbours and 
surrounding communities and address potential negative perception;

•	 Stockpile and waste management procedures;

•	 Documentation and record control procedures; and

•	 Internal auditing checklist and frequency.

7. TRAINING

Training must be continually provided to all employees working with RA.  The training programme  
must include at least the following:

•	 Precautionary measures that should be undertaken when handling RA;

•	 Procedures that staff must apply to their particular work type;

•	 Procedures for dealing with emergencies and accidents;

•	 Appropriate use of Personal Protective Equipment; and

•	 The risk of hazardous substances to their health which they are likely to be exposed to.

8 RECORDS

 The conditions state that the facilities must keep legible records which need to be updated  
 and maintained and form part of the external audit report.  All amendments must be easily  
 retrievable as well as the original and the records that demonstrate compliance with the  
 exemption must be maintained for 5 years.
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9. REPORTS

Copies of the following information must be kept on site:  Monitoring and audit reports;  Volumes of 
RA received on site and processed;  Complaints register;  Incidents report – any emergency incident  
must be reported in accordance with Section 30 of NEMA.

10. AUDITS

 10.1 Internal Audits 
  Internal audits must be conducted monthly by the operational manager and on each audit  
  occasion an official report must be compiled to report the findings of the audit, which  
  must be made available to the external auditor.

 10.2 External Audits

  10.2.1 External audits must be conducted by DEA on an annual basis for the facilities and  
       compile an audit report for each audit conducted.

  10.2.2 Audit reports must be finalised within 30 days within the finalisation of the external  
              audit.

 10.2.3 The audit report must:

•	 Specifically state incidents of and non-compliance with each condition of the 
exemption;

•	 Include an interpretation of all available data and test results regarding the operation 
of the site and all its impacts on the environment;

•	 Specify target dates for the implementation of the recommendations by Sabita to 
achieve compliance;

•	 Contain recommendations regarding non-compliance or potential non-compliance;

•	 Specify whether corrective action taken for the previous audit non conformities were 
adequate; and

•	 Show monitoring results graphically and conduct trend analysis.

 10.2.4 The Department of Environment Affairs reserves the right to conduct audits at any  
   facility at any time.

CONCLUSION

The approval document, together with the 
Annexures has been forwarded to Sabita’s 
Environmental Focal Point committee for 
discussion at their meeting.  All of the 40 listed 
sites will also be advised of the outcome and, 
in particular, the conditions that are outlined 
above and the monthly reporting check-list. 

If your company is making use of reclaimed 
asphalt and you would like more information 
about being included in the list of those that 
have been granted exemption from obtaining 
a waste management licence, please do 
contact Lorraine Wagner at Sabita. 
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Much Asphalt is southern Africa’s largest manufacturer of hot and cold
asphalt products.
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ASAC    MATERIAL TESTER COURSES

Sabita, through it’s training arm – the Asphalt Academy, will be conducting the following  
Material Tester Courses for the remainder of the year:
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per delegate  

(VAT incl) 

REGIONS

Durban Cape Town Gauteng

1

Sampling of Materials 

•	 To train candidates in the correct 
sampling methods as per industry 
standards (TMH 5 & SANS 3001). 

•	 Understanding the concepts of how 
to obtain a representative sample for 
testing.

•	 Execute sampling procedures 
pertaining to aggregates, soils & 
gravels, bituminous binder, asphalt 
and concrete materials for testing.

R5940 
– Sabita 
Members

R6600 – non-
members

22 – 24 May 

2

Aggregate Testing 

•	 To train candidates in the correct test 
methods as per industry standards.

•	 Execute testing procedures pertaining 
to aggregates materials to the latest 
SANS 3001 methods.

R6800– 
Sabita 
Members

R7560 – non 
Members

14 – 17 
May 18 - 21 June 16 – 19 

July

3

Soils & Gravels Testing

•	 To train candidates in the correct soils 
and natural gravel test methods as per 
industry standards.

•	 Execute testing procedures pertaining 
to soils & gravel materials to the latest 
SANS 3001 methods.

R8800 
– Sabita 
members

R9900 – non 
Members

13 – 17 
August

10 – 14 Sep-
tember

15 – 19 
October

In respect of all of the above modules, the objective is to provide the theory  
component of the QCTO NQF 4 qualification outcomes.

Download a brochure from the website on www.asphaltacademy.co.za  
for more details or call 021 5312718 to register

17 static plants • 5 mobile plants • extensive product range • stringent quality control • bitumen storage • industry training

T: +27 21 900 4400
F: +27 21 900 4468

E: info@muchasphalt.com
www.muchasphalt.com

Much Asphalt is southern Africa’s largest manufacturer of hot and cold
asphalt products.

We don’t just promise quality. We hold ourselves accountable for it. Process control laboratories at 
every plant and on site continually monitor and test our processes and products. Our customers can rest 
assured they are placing and compacting quality asphalt. 

ACCOUNTABLE FOR 
QUALITY

QUALITY
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SABITA MEMBERS

Since the November issue of the Asphalt News, the following companies were welcomed into 
membership and we look forward to the mutual benefit on having them on board and the different 
forums where we can connect.

At the end of 2017, Actop Asphalt (Pty) Ltd in the field of hot 
mix asphalt and represented by Mr Francois Kemp joined Sabita as an 
Ordinary ‘A’ member.  Established in 2014 and based in Kempton Park, 
the company also operates in Leandra, Meyerton and Stilfontein.

As an Ordinary A member, Actop Asphalt has also become part of the 
Sabita Council and Board.

The most recent company to join, on the 5th 
April was Black Asphalt and Liquids 
when their application was approved as an 
Ordinary, category D member.  Headed by Mr 
Fortune Ngobo and based in Pietermaritzburg 
their intention is to be well known in the 
industry as cold mix asphalt producers.

Joining Sabita as an Affiliate member, Cape Laboratory 
Equipment (Pty) Ltd is a Cape Town Based Company, who 
pride themselves on quality, service and commitment to their 
customers.  They manufacture and supply Soils, Concrete, Asphalt 
and Cement Testing Equipment to the construction industry.  
With over 60 years of experience in the material testing field and 
a product range of over 3000 items, they are geared to cater for all 
of your testing equipment needs.

Dubang Roads & Environmental Solutions who has become an Affiliate member is a 
relatively new company in the road construction and maintenance industry that trades in bitumen and 
asphalt based products.  

Based in Kyalami, Gauteng, roads and pavements 
represent a major and critical investment in the 
economy which they see as a basic infrastructure 
element in connecting communities and the 
economy at large.  



HONORARY MEMBERS

Mr W G Babb Mr P A Myburgh Mr D Rossmann

Mr D G Green Mr D L Orton Mr D J Stiglingh

Mr R H Kingdon Mr J A M Pike Mr M D Winfield

SABITA BOARD MEMBERS

PRODUCER MEMBERS

Actop Asphalt (Pty) Ltd
P O Box 16661, Atlasville 1465
Tel: 011 395 3346 / Fax: 011 395 3767 
Colas SA (Pty) Ltd
P.O. Box 82, Eppindust, 7475
Tel: 021 531 6406 | Fax: 021 531 5514

Much Asphalt (Pty) Ltd
P.O. Box 49, Eerste Rivier, 7100
Tel: 021 900 4400 | Fax: 021 900 4446

National Asphalt (Pty) Ltd
P.O. Box 1657, Hillcrest, 3650
Tel: 031 736 2146 | Fax: 031 736 1938

Shell Downstream SA (Pty) Ltd
6 Ipivi Road, Kloof, 3610
Tel: 031 571 1000 | Fax: 031 764 6208

Masana Petroleum Solutions (Pty) Ltd
P O Box 1085, Saxonwold 2132
Tel: 011-544 6300 

Rand Roads (a div. of Aveng Grinaker LTA)
Private Bag X030, Kempton Park, 1620
Tel: 011 923 5000 | Fax: 086 721 8513

Tau Pele Construction 
P O Box 13125, Noordstad 9302 
Tel: 051 436 0103 / Fax: 051 436 0105 

Tosas (Pty) Ltd
P.O. Box 14159, Wadeville, 1422
Tel: 011 323 2000 | Fax: 086 765 0890

Zebra Surfacing (a div. of Martin & East (Pty) Ltd)
P.O. Box 14335, Kenwyn, 7790
Tel: 021 761 3474 | Fax: 021 797 1151

Total SA (Pty) Ltd
P.O. Box 579, Saxonwold, 2132
Tel: 011 778 2000 | Fax: 086 680 3283

Last but not least ………
The latest Producer member Masana 
Petroleum Solutions (Pty) Ltd, 
represented by Mr Deon Moodley , was founded 
in 2005. Masana is a direct fuel supplier that has 
built relationships with large organisations in 
South Africa through its product and client service 
offerings.

In creating a sustainable, diverse and competitive 
economic climate that reflects the huge 
opportunities in South Africa, Masana is a symbol 
of transformation and growth in the fuel

Industry and the broader economy.



ORDINARY MEMBERS

Actop Asphalt (Pty) Ltd P O Box 16661 Atlasville 1465 Tel 011 3953346

Actophambili Roads (Pty) Ltd P O Box 16661 Atlasville 1465 Tel 011 3952293  

AmandlaGCF Construction cc P O Box 6064 Welgemoed 7538 Tel 021 9817070  

AJ Broom Road Products cc P O Box 16421 Dowerglen 1612 Tel 011 4543102  

Aqua Transport & Plant Hire (Pty) Ltd Private Bag X11 Ashwood 3605 Tel 031 5336883  

Astec – Asphalt Technology P O Box 589 Rothdene 1964 Tel 016 3621310  

Bituguard Southern Africa P O Box 2523 Bethlehem 9700 Tel 058 3037272

Bitumen Supplies & Services (Pty) Ltd P O Box 1028 Sunninghill 2157 Tel 011 8039338  

Bitumen World PVT P O Box AY20 Amby Harare Zimbabwe Tel +263 772417102

Black Asphalts and Liquids P O Box 134 Edendale 3217 Cell 072 9004915  

Concor Infrastructure P O Box 585 Bedfordview 2008 Tel 011 5905843  

Emergeco Trading (Pty) Ltd P O Box 635 Umhlanga Rocks 4320 Tel 031 4812450

Green Asphalt (Pty) Ltd Moretele District North West 0483 Cell 0761017751

Javseal (Pty) Ltd P O Box 26317 Isipingo Beach 4115 Tel 031 9025988  

Milling Techniks (Pty) Ltd P O Box 779 Gillits 3603 Tel 031 7929580  

More Asphalt (Pty) Ltd P O Box 2180 Durbanville 7550 Tel 021 9750784  

Nolans Earthworks & Plant cc P O Box 28617 Haymarket 3200 Tel 033 3866455  

Polokwane Surfacing (Pty) Ltd P O Box 288 Ladanna 0704 Tel 015 2931221  

Power Construction (Pty) Ltd P O Box 129 Blackheath 7581 Tel 021 9071300  

Puma Energy Services SA (Pty) Ltd Postnet Suite 190 Private Bag X31 Saxonwold 2132 Tel 011 3436998

Raubex (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3722 Bloemfontein 9300 Tel 051 406 2000 

Raubex KZN (Pty) Ltd P O Box 10302 Ashwood 3605 Tel 031 7006411

Road Material Stabilisers P O Box 84513 Greenside 2034 Tel 011 3903499

Spray Pave (Pty) Ltd P O Box 674 Alberton 1450 Tel 0118685451  

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Advanced Polymers (Pty) Ltd P O Box 9452 Edenglen 1613 Tel 011 3977979 

AECOM SA (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3173 Pretoria 0001 Tel 012 4213500  

Afrisam SA (Pty) Ltd P O Box 6367 Weltevreden Park 1715 Tel 011 6705500  

Ammann Const. Machinery SA (Pty) Ltd Private Bag X43 Rynfield 1500 Tel 011 8493939  

Anton Paar Southern Africa P O Box 50471 Randjiesfontein 1683 Tel 011 0215165  

Aurecon SA (Pty) Ltd P O Box 494 Cape Town 8000 Tel 021 5269400  

BSM Laboratories (Pty) Ltd P O Box 15318 Westmead 3608 Tel 031 7646537  

BVi Consulting Eng. W Cape (Pty) Ltd P O Box 86 Century City 7446 Tel 021 5277000  

CIM Chemicals (Pty) Ltd Pnet Suite 479 PBag X 29 Gallo Manor 2052 Tel 011 7081494

Dick King Lab Supplies (Pty) Ltd P O Box 82138 Southdale 2135 Tel 011 4999400  

DuPont de Nemours SA (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3332 Halfway House 1635 Tel 011 2188600  

EFG Engineers (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3800 Durbanville 7551 Tel 021 9753880  

Gibb (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3965 Cape Town 8000 Tel 021 4699172  

Glad Africa Consulting Eng. (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3893 Cape Town 8000 Tel 021 4626047

GMH/Tswelo Consulting Engineers P O Box 2201 Randburg 2125 Tel 011 4620601  

Hatch Goba (Pty) Ltd P O Box 180 Sunninghill 2157 Tel 011 2363331  

HHO Africa P O Box 6503 Roggebaai 8012 Fax 021 4252870  

Impact Chemicals (Pty) Ltd P O Box 30792 Kyalami 1684 Cell 082 8998187

iX Engineers (Pty) Ltd P O Box 22 Menlyn 0063 Tel 012 7452000  

JG Afrika (Pty) Ltd P O Box 1109 Sunninghill 2157 Tel 011 8070660

Kantey & Templer (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3132 Cape Town 8000 Tel 021 4059600
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (continued)

Kaymac (Pty) Ltd T/A Kaytech P O Box 116 Pinetown 3600 Tel 031 7172300  

Lafarge Industries SA (Pty) Ltd Private Bag X26 Gallo Manor 2052 Tel 011 6571156

Mott MacDonald Africa (Pty) Ltd P O Box 7786 Roggebaai 8012 Tel 021 4405060  

Nadeson Consulting Services (Pty) Ltd P O Box 51121 V&A Waterfront 8002 Tel 021 4184988  

Naidu Consulting (Pty) Ltd P O Box 2796 Westway 3635 Tel 031 2656007

Namibia Technical Services cc P O Box 30623 Windhoek Namibia Tel +264 61 215324  

Rankin Engineering Consultants P O Box 50566 Lusaka Zambia Tel +260 1 290562  

Royal HaskoningDHV P O Box 867 Gallo Manor 2146 Tel 011 7986051  
Sasol Chemicals a div. of  
Sasol SA (Pty) Ltd Chemcity 2 P O Box 1 Sasolburg 1947 Tel 016 9602126  

SMEC SA (Pty) Ltd P O Box 72927 Lynnwood Ridge 0040 Tel 012 4813821  

Specialised Road Tech. (Pty) Ltd P O Box 15324 Westmead 3608 Tel 031 7004510  

TPA Consulting (Pty) Ltd P O Box 1575 Westville 3630 Tel 031 7651907  

Tshepega Engineering (Pty) Ltd P O Box 33783 Glenstantia 0010 Tel 012 6652722  

Worldwide Tanks on Hire cc P O Box 2250 Durban 4000 Tel 031 3620207

WSP Group Africa (Pty) Ltd P O Box 98867 Sloane Park 2152 Tel 011 3611402  

Zimile Consulting Engineers P/ Suite 252 Private Bag X11 Halfway House 1685 Tel 011 4668576

AFFILIATE MEMBERS

ASPASA P O Box 1983 Ruimsig 1732 Tel 011 7913327

Cape Laboratory Equipment P O Box 20244 Big Bay 7448 Tel 021 8395163

Cape Pen. Univ. of Technology P O Box 652 Cape Town 8000 Tel 021 4603074

DMV Harrismith (Pty) Ltd P O Box 912 Harrismith 9880 Tel 058 6222676  

Dubang Roads & Environmental Solutions P O Box 782 Melrose Arch Gauteng 2076 Cell 084 8538304

Durban University of Technology P O Box 101112 Pietermaritzburg 3209 Tel 033 8458916  

Gavin R.Brown & Associates P O Box 51113 Musgrave 4062 Tel 031 2025703 

GT Design & Technologies 137 Jan Hofmeyr Road  Westville 3630 Tel 031 2660933

IMESA P O Box 2190 Westville 3630 Tel 031 2663263  

Instant Tar Services P O Box 17219 Norkem Park 1631 Tel 011 3935194

Letaba Laboratory (Pty) Ltd P O Box 739 White River 1240 Tel 013 7527663  

Mdubane Energy Services (Pty) Ltd 214 9th Ave. Morningside Durban 4001 Tel 031 3042470  

Mmila Civils & Traffic Services P O Box 40158 Faerie Glen 0043 Tel 012 9933098  

Nathoo Mbenyane Engineers P O Box 47595 Greyville 4023 Tel 031 3122097  

Nelson Mandela University P O Box 77000 Port Elizabeth 6031 Tel 041 5043298  

N3TC (Pty) Ltd P O Box 2063 Bedfordview 2008 Tel 011 4543596  

Outeniqua Laboratory (Pty) Ltd P O Box 3186 George Industria 6536 Tel 044 8743274  

Pride Lab Equipment (Pty) Ltd 3 Van Eyck Crescent De La Haye Bellville 7530 Tel 021 9462018

Reliance Laboratory Equipment P O Box 911-489 Rosslyn 0200 Tel 012 5498910  

Salphalt (Pty) Ltd P O Box 234 Isando 1600 Tel 011 8232218  

South African Road Federation P O Box 8379 Birchleigh 1621 Tel 011 3945634  

Uni. of Pretoria Dept. Civil Eng. Lynnwood Road  Hatfield 0002 Tel 012 4202171  

Uni. of Stellenbosch Dept. Civil Eng. Private Bag X1 Matieland 7600 Tel 021 8084379  

FOREIGN MEMBERS

Kraton Polymers Netherlands B.V Transistorstraat 16                                                                                                                
NL-1322 CE Almere, The Netherlands Cell 082 4570210

LIESEN Bitumen (Pty) Ltd 107 Hope Street  Cape Town 8001 Tel 021 3001631

Raetex Industries 550 Tiburon Blvd Suite B-1 Tiburon
CA 94920 United States of America Cell 072 0315266

Rettenmaier & Söhne GMBH Global (establishing a base in Johannesburg) Tel 011  5348619

Zydex Industries Gujaret India T+91 2653312000



Asphalt News is published by the Southern African Bitumen 
Association (Sabita),a non-profit organisation sponsored by its 
members to serve all stakeholders through engineering, service 
and education.

Sabita and the associations listed below have founded a 
global strategic alliance of asphalt pavement associations 
(GAPA) and are working jointly towards a full, open and  
productive partnership:

Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA)
European Asphalt Pavement Association (EAPA)
Japanese Road Contractors Association (JRCA)
Mexican Asphalt Association (AMAAC)
National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA)
Civil Contractors New Zealand

The contents of this publication may be reproduced without any 
changes and free of charge, providing the source is acknowledged.
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